Course Break-up
Class: +2 (Science), 2nd Year
Course Title: Alternative English
No. of periods: 80
Course Teacher: Madhulika Panda`
Lecture No.

Topics to be covered

1

“Indian Children Speak” - Introduction to the commonly used figures of
speech – Simile, Metaphor, Personification, Alliteration, Hyperbole, Irony,
Paradox, Onomatopoea. Discussion of the text(stanza 1-2)

2

“Indian Children Speak” - Discussion of the text (stanzas 3-6) and possible
questions from the extract

3

“Goatpaths” - Discussion of the text (stanzas 1-5) and possible questions from
the extract

4

“Goatpaths” - Discussion of the text (stanzas 6-9) and possible questions from
the extract

5

“Of a Questionable Conviction” – Introduction to Jayanta Mohapatra.
Discussion of the text (stanzas 1-2) and possible questions from the extract

6

“Of a Questionable Conviction” –Discussion of the text (stanzas 3-4) and
possible questions from the extract

7

“The Watchman” – Introduction to R K Narayan and his other works. His style
of writing. The outline of the story.

8

“The Watchman” – Characters in the story – the watchman and the girl –
differences in their portrayal. Main themes of the story. Discussion of some
questions

9

“The Hour of Truth” – Introduction to the characters. Plot of the play. Main
themes of the play. Analysis of the text (Section 1-2)

10

“The Hour of Truth” – Analysis of the text (Section 3-4) Discussion of some
questions

11

Brochure and Pamphlet – Use of brochure and pamphlet. Differences between
the two. Formats of writing brochure and pamphlet.

12

Brochure – Different kinds of brochure – Brochure on places, educational
institutions, services, new products, etc. different sub points for different

brochures. Discussion and practice of previous question papers
13

Pamphlet – Different pamphlets – Pamphlet on general awareness, on products,
etc. Discussion and practice of previous question papers

14

Revision of Tense and aspect – Revising present and past tenses and uses of
future time with questions

15

Revision of Prepositions and Phrasal verb – Discussion of some commonly
used prepositions and phrasal verbs with questions

16

Clause types - Introduction to types of sentences – Simple, Complex and
Compound sentences. Principal Clause, Subordinate Clause, Co-ordinate Clause.
Examples of the three types of Sentences. Practice in categorizing sentences

17

Adjective/Relative Clause , Reduced Relative Clause, Relative Pronouns, Positioning of
Relative clauses. Noun clause, Functions of a Noun Clause, Difference between Object
and Complement, Complement Clause

18

Adverb Clause – Function of Adverb Clause- Adverb Clause of Time, Place, Manner,
Purpose, Reason, Concession and Condition. Conditionals – Types of ConditionalsOpen Conditional, Hypothetical Conditional, Unfulfilled Conditional and Zero
Conditional. Practice in analyzing clauses

19

Linking Devices – Use and functions of some common linking devices. Practice
questions

20

Word order and Emphasis – Discussion of questions from the text and previous
years’ question papers

Course Teacher: Anjali Tripathy
Lecture No.
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Topics to be Covered
Introduction to the syllabus and Question pattern; Distribution of Handouts
How to Write a Winning Resume-1: Briefing about Resume and showing a
sample, Reading the text, Vocabulary activities
How to Write a Winning Resume-2: Discussion of the text, Discussion of
questions-answers, Homework- Writing questions-answers
Some Samples of Advertisement- Text-1: Showing sample printed
advertisements and discussing TV ads. Reading text-1, Discussion of the text,
Discussion of questions-answers
Some Samples of Advertisement- Text- 2: Reading text-2, testing reading
comprehension, Discussion of the text, Homework- Writing questions-answers
Checking question-answers, discussing common errors and doubt clearing
On the Education of a Man of Business-1: Reading passages from the text by
the teacher, Listening practice- Summarising the read out contents by students
On the Education of a Man of Business-2: Discussion of the text, Discussion
of questions-answers
The Year 2050: Reflections of a Futurist-1: Pre-reading activities,
familiarizing with the author, Brain storming and Speaking practiceexercising creative and scientific thinking of the students, Reading the text and
discussion-1
The Year 2050: Reflections of a Futurist-2: Reading the text and discussion-2,
Discussion of questions-answers
Note-making: Principles, stages and format of note-making
Class work- Making notes from a passage from the text book
Dialogue writing-1: Face-to-face conversation, format and principles, writing
practice
Dialogue writing-2: Telephonic conversation, format and principles, writing
practice
Revision-1
Powershift-1: Introduction on the context, Reading-1, Vocabulary activities
Powershift- 2: Reading-2, Discussion of the text
Discussion of questions-answers, Class work- writing practice of questionsanswers
The Mushroom of Death-1: Reading the text, Discussion of the text
The Mushroom of Death-2: Compare and contrast it with “The Year 2050:
Reflections of a Futurist,” Discussion of questions-answers
Revision, discussing a model question according to council pattern, teaching
how to present answers in the examination

Course Teacher: Mrs.Debashreemayee Das
Lecture No.
1

Topics to be Covered
Discussion of syllabus, meaning of Reading Comprehension
Steps of Reading a text
Discussion of rules for writing an answer

2

Scientific experiments for curing common cold
Symptoms of cold
Opium is a season.
Home remedies for cold

3

Practice of Remedial Grammar
Question – answer Writing practice from the extracted Paragraph

4

Meaning of typing someone’s blood
Equipments required for the experiment
Stages of experimental process

5

Question – answer Writing practice from the extracted Paragraph
Practice of remedial grammar

6

The effect of air pollution on children’s intelligence
What makes climbing awkward for women?
Why do men wrinkle less than women ?
What makes easier for men to lose their weight ?

7

Practice of vocabulary
Question – answer Writing practice from the extracted Paragraph

8
9

Reading comprehension practice test and evaluation
Earth is known as a unique planet.
Prediction of demographers
The critical environmental issues

10

The reason of population growth
The role of youth to overcome the environmental problems

11

Practice of vocabulary and grammar activities
Question – Answer writing practice

12

The report given by IPCC working group – 1 & working group-2 on global
warming
Examples of global warming
Impact of global warming on water resources, rainfall patter, terrestrial and
fresh water ecosystems ,oceans and human health

13

Socio-economic impacts of climate change
Impact of global warming on different regions of the world
Suggestion of The Kyoto protocol of 1997 on global warming

14

Practice of vocabulary activities
Question – answer writing practice

15

Introduction to the speaker & her speech
Remarks of Mahatma Gandhi on nature
The role of affluent countries in the depletion of natural resources
Meaning of an efficient person

16

The importance of industrialization for developing countries
Meaning of the concept “one humanity”

17

Practice of activities
Question – answer writing practice

18

Revision, doubt clearing class

19

Question-answer writing practice and evaluation

20

Question-answer writing practice and evaluation

Course teacher : P.Muralidhar Sharma
Lecture-1

Lecture-2
Lecture-3
Lecture-4
Lecture-5

Understanding Poetry and the Use of Poetic Devices
Life and Works of Sylvia Plath
Major Themes in the Poems of Sylvia Plath
(Distribution of hand-outs for discussion in the next class)
Close Reading of “Mirror” by Sylvia Plath
Textual Analysis and Discussion
(Assignment-1)
Symbolic Interpretation of the Poem
Students’ responses on the poem followed by discussion
Summing up
Solving questions
Modern English Poetry: The Context

Lecture-6
Lecture-7
Lecture-8
Lecture-9
Lecture-10

Lecture-11

Lecture-12
Lecture-13
Lecture-14
Lecture-15
Lecture-16
Lecture-17

Lecture-18
Lecture-19
Lecture-20

Philip Larkin and his Poetry
Major Themes in the Poetry of Philip Larkin
(Distribution of hand-outs for discussion in the next class)
Close Reading of Larkin’s “Toads”
Detailed Commentary on and Analysis of the Poem
(Assignment-2)
Major Themes in the Poem
Students’ Responses on the Poem
Summing up
Solving questions followed by discussion
The Short-Story as a Literary Genre
Reading a Short Story
Fictional Art of W.S. Maugham
Humour and Irony in the Short Fiction of W.S. Maugham
Major Themes
(Distribution of hand-outs for discussion in the next class)
Detailed Narration of “The Happy Man” by W.S. Maugham
Close Reading of the Text
Textual Analysis and Interpretation
(Assignment-4)
Students’ responses on the text
Summing up
Solving questions followed by discussion
Introduction to the Short Fiction of Manoj Das
Major Themes in the Short Stories of Manoj Das
(Distribution of hand-outs for discussion in the next class)
Detailed Discussion of the short-Story “The Tree”
Narration followed by Commentary on the Text
(Assignment-3)
Symbolic Significance of the Story
Students’ responses on the text followed by discussion
Solving questions
Summing up
Introduction to Script Transfer
Literary Genres and their Features
Aesthetic Uniqueness of Poetry, Prose, Drama, Non-Fiction
(Distribution of hand-outs for discussion in the next class)
Sample Exercise on Script Transfer
Detailed Discussion on the Nature of Content Shift
Class Assignment-1 on Script Transfer
Class Assignment-2 on Script Transfer
Solving questions
Discussion of possible questions
Course wrap up
Clarification of doubts

